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Abstract
Understanding economic growth has been a primary pur-
suit for generations of economists. Hidalgo and Hausmann 
(2009) (Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences, 
106, 10570– 10575) charted new territory in this pursuit by 
using bipartite international trade networks to characterize 
the economic complexity of a country based on the capa-
bilities implied by the products it exports. The resulting 
Economic Complexity Index (ECI) correlates strongly with 
income levels and predicts subsequent economic growth 
with some statistical precision. We propose an innovation- 
adjusted ECI (i- ECI) that uses a high- resolution patent– 
trade concordance to construct trade networks weighted by 
domestic and international patent application flows. The 
 i- ECI thus reflects firms’ decisions about where to seek pat-
ent protection on industry- specific inventions, allows for 
heterogeneity in the relative importance of patenting across 
industries, and implicitly captures firms’ perceived innova-
tion potential in the recipient countries. Although the i- ECI 
is highly correlated with the ECI (correlation coefficient 
greater than 92%), it is a stronger and more statistically pre-
cise predictor of economic growth than the unadjusted ECI.
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1 |  INTRODUCTION

Understanding the drivers and dynamics of economic growth has long been a central theme of eco-
nomics and a common obsession among micro-  and macro- economists alike. Economists’ pursuit 
of the social, technical and institutional complexities that generate productivity gains and aggregate 
economic growth was first philosophical, then mathematical and— most recently— predominantly em-
pirical. In recent decades, the confluence of data availability, econometric techniques and computing 
power has brought powerful empirical perspectives to fundamental economic growth questions. In 
this vein, Hidalgo and Hausmann (2009) propose an approach that leverages bipartite international 
trade networks to characterize and understand economic complexity. The Economic Complexity Index 
(ECI) they construct based on trade networks is strongly correlated with income. More encouraging 
still, economic complexity measures in a baseline period predict subsequent economic growth. In this 
paper, we aim to build on this new empirical approach by weaving product- specific patent application 
flows into these international trade networks, and we find that adjusting the ECI to take into account 
the global innovation activities improves its predictive power for subsequent economic growth.

Hidalgo and Hausmann (2009) explain their economic complexity approach using a metaphor of 
a bucket of Lego. With more and more diverse Lego blocks, a child can build more elaborate Lego 
models. Each distinct Lego block in this metaphor represents an economic capability. They then ask 
whether we can “infer properties such as the diversity and exclusivity of the Lego pieces inside a 
child’s bucket by looking only at the models that a group of children, each with a different bucket of 
Legos, can make?” (p. 10570). They propose a method of leveraging international trade data to infer 
the underlying capabilities possessed by a given country that enable the production patterns evident 
in these data.1 While this data- driven and descriptive approach to characterizing economic complex-
ity neither attempts to explain mechanisms that lead to the accumulation of such capabilities nor 
postulates the dynamic interrelationships between characteristics of an economy of these production 
capabilities, the approach is consistent with both conceptual and more rigorous theoretical models of 
economic growth (see Hausmann & Hidalgo, 2011).

We extend the construction of the ECI to explicitly account for the use of product- specific in-
novation in these international trade networks and explore how the resulting Innovation- adjusted 
ECI (i- ECI) may improve our inference of the underlying capabilities that exist in a given economy. 
Specifically, we weight the exports flowing from a particular country by the specifically related do-
mestic patent applications generated within the country and international patent applications flowing 
into the country, which reflect the technological sophistication and strategic value of the jurisdiction 
as a location for innovation use and as perceived implicitly by the applicants. We then use the con-
ventional ECI construction approach with these weighted trade flows to produce the i- ECI. Adjusting 
exports with patent flows in this way enables us to test whether accounting for the innovation capac-
ities of a country as captured by patents generated by and flowing into the country can sharpen our 
inference about the underlying capabilities that define the economic complexity of the economy. We 
find evidence that it does.

The ECI extracts information from observed patterns of international trade to infer the underly-
ing economic capabilities of countries based on the simple logic that the movement of goods across 
borders reflects incentive- compatible decisions of firms based on their knowledge about what can 
be produced in a given location. We apply a very similar logic to the observed patterns of product- 
specific patenting with a focus on two distinct dimensions. First, within a given country, the patent 
applications generated by domestic firms and inventors reveal the technological capabilities of the 
broader industry. Second, on the international patent application side, international firms only choose 
to seek patent protection in jurisdictions where they perceive strategic value to patent protection. This 
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strategic value reflects firms’ perception of the innovation capacity of the location. Whether the patent 
applicant is seeking to produce new goods or services, to create markets for new products, or to pre-
vent a competitor from gaining market advantage, the patenting decision reveals the firms’ assessment 
of the production and consumption sophistication of the target country and, perhaps, its innovation 
policy landscape (including explicit or implicit barriers to entry for foreign firms).2 We argue that 
on conceptual and statistical grounds, the international patent applications received by a country are 
preferred to those generated by its inventors as the basis for adjusting the ECI. We show, however, that 
the resulting i- ECI based on application destinations is almost indistinguishable empirically from that 
based on origins.

While patented inventions are but one form of innovation. and a minor one at that in many sec-
tors, they— like export data— are readily observable and therefore offer the primary empirical lens 
into innovation (Griliches, 1990). There are clearly many other dimensions of a country’s innovation 
capacity than just the inventions that are patent- protected in its jurisdiction (e.g., foreign direct invest-
ment, joint- ventures, licensing),3 but patent data have the clear advantage of being widely available 
and organized by detailed patent classification systems. These data therefore provide a logical point of 
departure for empirically constructing i- ECI measures. To concord the high- resolution classification 
of patent data to trade data that is organized by industrial classification systems, we use the “algo-
rithmic links with probabilities” (ALP) concordance developed by Lybbert and Zolas (2014). This 
concordance enables us to weight industry- specific trade flows out of a country by the corresponding 
patent flows into the country as the basis for the i- ECI.

Attempts to link the ECI and innovation are not new. Sweet and Maggio (2015) find that stronger 
intellectual property rights increase a country’s ECI. Azam (2017) focuses on the impact of the ECI 
on national cognitive abilities and innovation output and confirms a positive relationship between the 
two. Our research differs from these studies in that we explicitly integrate patent applications into the 
ECI and explore how the resulting i- ECI may improve our inference of the underlying capabilities that 
exist in a given economy. Our approach relates to the literature that proposes alternative complexity 
indices to capture aspects of the economy beyond those implied by trade data. For instance, Ivanova 
et al. (2017) generalize the method of reflections in Hausmann and Hidalgo (2011) to construct a 
“triple helix” measure that reflects the degree of integration between the markets for goods and in-
novation in a national innovation systems framework. Donoso (2017) also proposes a new index of 
innovation complexity based on patent flow data. Similarly, Nepelski and De Prato (2020) directly 
apply the method of reflections to global patent flows to construct complexity measures in technology 
space. While useful in their own right, these works either propose a different computation approach 
than Hausmann and Hidalgo (2011) or apply the same approach to an entirely new dimension, which 
makes it difficult to assess their value- added as adjustments to the ECI.4

Others have also proposed different approaches to integrating patent applications as proxies for in-
novation capacity into economic complexity measures specifically. For instance, Ivanova et al. (2019) 
extend the ECI using patent data as a proxy for technical knowledge and use Lotka– Volterra equations 
to model the resulting and complex three- dimensional country– product– patents network. We comple-
ment this work with an alternative parsimonious innovation adjustment that is relevant for the broadest 
possible number of countries and aims to enhance our understanding of economic complexity and 
growth. We thereby aim to merge the production- based complexity work of Hidalgo and Hausmann 
(2009) and Hausmann and Hidalgo (2011) with innovation- based measures such as Nepelski and De 
Prato (2020). Notably, in contrast to robustness tests of the ECI that mechanically examine alternative 
functional forms for the construction of the ECI (e.g., Albeaik et al., 2017), we explore whether lever-
aging the high- resolution information available in patent data can more completely reveal underlying 
economic capabilities and explain observed patterns of economic growth.5
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2 |  METHODOLOGY

In this section we first review the Hidalgo and Hausmann (2009) approach to generating the ECI. This 
review, which is not intended to be comprehensive, provides a point of departure for our proposed 
innovation adjustment. We then describe how we use patent data as the basis of our proposed i- ECI 
measure.

2.1 | Economic Complexity Index

To characterize country and industry complexity, Hidalgo and Hausmann (2009) use the method of 
reflection.6 Following their notation, we denote by Mcp the cp element of the country– product rela-
tionship matrix that captures the structure of the trade network, such that Mcp equals unity if country 
c is a significant exporter of p and zero otherwise. Country c is regarded as a significant exporter of 
product p if its revealed comparative advantage (RCA), which is defined as the export of p as the share 
of the total export of country c, is greater than 1.7 Formally, if Xcp represents the export of industry 
p by country c, the RCA of industry p in country c is expressed as

Thus, a country that exports more than its “fair share” of total exports for a given industry has an RCA in 
that industry, where “fair share” is based on the country’s total exports as a share of total global exports. 
The element Mcp equals unity if RCAcp > 1 and zero otherwise.

By construction, Mcp is a matrix with rows indicating different countries and columns different 
products. Thus, an element (c,  p) is 1 if country c is a significant exporter of product p. Therefore, 
we can measure a country’s diversity and a product’s ubiquity by summing over rows and columns. 
respectively:

We calculate the average ubiquity of products that a country exports, the average diversity of the countries 
that make those products and so forth. For products, we calculate the average diversity of the countries that 
make them and the average ubiquity of the other products that these countries make. The calculation can 
be expressed by the recursion defined as

Substituting kc,N into kp,N, after some algebra we derive

where

RCAcp =
Xcp∕

∑

pXcp
∑

cXcp∕
∑

c,pXcp

.

Diversityc = kc,0 =
∑

p

Mcp, Ubiquityp = kp,0 =
∑

c

Mcp.

(1)kc,N =
1

kc,0

∑

p

Mcpkp,N−1, kp,N =
1

kp,0

∑

p

Mcpkc,N−1.

(2)kc,N =
∑

c�

M̃cc�kc�,N−2,

M̃cc� =
∑

p

McpMc�p

kc,0kp,0

.
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Equation (2) is satisfied when kc,N and kc,N−2 are both 1, which corresponds to the eigenvector of M̃cc� 
associated with the largest eigenvalue. Since this eigenvector is a vector of 1s, which provides no infor-
mation, we instead use the eigenvector associated with the second largest eigenvalue, which provides the 
largest variation in the system to measure complexity. Thus, a country’s ECI is based on normalizing the 
eigenvector, expressed as

where ��⃗K is the eigenvector of M̃cc� associated with the second largest eigenvalue, Mean( ⋅ ) denotes the 
average and StdDev( ⋅ ) represents the standard deviation of this eigenvalue.8

With essential features of the construction of the ECI in mind, consider the extent to which inno-
vation enters into this measure of complexity. Clearly, unique economic capabilities— such as those 
embodied in a product that is technologically specialized and therefore has very low ubiquity— are 
to some degree the result of underlying complexity. Such complexity in the underlying production 
process may demand high levels of innovation. Thus, complexity that is embedded in the ECI already 
indirectly and partially reflects the innovative capabilities of countries, but only based on average 
differences between industries. If, however, the product- specific ubiquity measures conceal strong 
heterogeneity in the innovation capabilities of the industry as it is organized from country to country, 
the ECI offers only a muted and incomplete adjustment for innovation capabilities. In practice, this 
heterogeneity can be pronounced as the innovation content within a given industry can vary widely 
from country to country. For example, HS4 class “instruments and apparatus for physical or chemical 
analysis” (HS4 9027) ranked as the ninth most complex product class in 2014.9 Exports in this class 
from some countries are likely to consist of basic equipment, while exports from other countries are 
likely to be sufficiently technologically sophisticated (with cutting- edge sensors, integrated software, 
automated features, high levels of precision, etc.) as to constitute a qualitatively distinct product class. 
While the unit value of such equipment might reflect these differences in embedded technology, the 
total value of exports in HS4 9027 and therefore the shares of total export value in the RCA calcula-
tion do not. Consequently, the exports in this class from a given country may be more technologically 
sophisticated than exports from a different country, but the ECI does not reflect such qualitative 
differences.

For simplicity and without loss of generality, we assume the heterogeneity of technological sophis-
tication among countries is scaled between zero and unity within industry and depends on the indus-
try’s general sophistication (up) as well as the host country’s capability in incorporating innovation 
into this specific industry (vcp).10 Country c’s overall capability in applying innovation to industry p is 
represented simply as

According to this expression, a country is more technologically sophisticated in an industry if the industry 
itself requires more innovation or the country is more capable of incorporating innovation into that indus-
try. Since this is a relative measure for each industry, we assume the reference country (detailed discussion 
below) has a technology sophistication of zero in the given industry (vref

cp
= 0) and the reference industry 

similarly has a sophistication of zero (uref
p

= 0).
There is a yet deeper level of heterogeneity in innovation capacity that is commonly invoked in the 

innovation systems literature. This field of study emphasizes the role of institutions, norms, and economic 
structures and relationships in innovation (Hekkert et al., 2007; Nelson & Nelson, 2002). This systems 

(3)ECI =
��⃗K −Mean(��⃗K )

StdDev(��⃗K )
,

�cp = upvcp + 1.
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view of innovation embeds individual-  and firm- level innovation in a broader context that encourages 
or discourages innovation and thereby shapes its direction and speed. If trade flows fully capture these 
innovation systems factors, the ECI will reflect these collective country- specific (and country– industry- 
specific) innovation determinants. In practice, total export values that are the basis of the ECI only par-
tially reflect underlying innovation systems. Patent applications are similarly incomplete as measures of 
underlying innovation systems, but are likely a more direct proxy for these factors (see Acs et al., 2002). 
The relative intensity of patent protection in a given industry across countries, which nets out average 
patenting differences between industries, is a particularly useful proxy in this regard.

We propose a method of incorporating patent application flows into the ECI to reflect these var-
ious and important sources of heterogeneity in innovation capability across industries and countries. 
There are notable concerns in applying the Hidalgo and Hausmann (2009) method directly to patent 
applications as the basis of an innovation complexity measure because of fundamental differences 
between goods and patents.11 In particular, a ubiquitous product, such as cocoa, requires less distinc-
tive production capacity for a country to produce, and the standard ECI construction therefore regards 
such products as less demanding in terms of economic capabilities. In contrast, a ubiquitous patent 
may be ubiquitous due to its widespread value in practical applications that span diverse industries, 
jurisdictions or both. In such cases, patent ubiquity may be a signal of greater— rather than lesser— 
sophistication.12 In the next section we describe our proposed method to side- step this problem and 
directly integrate patent application flows into trade networks in order to generate an innovation- 
adjusted Economic Complexity Index (i- ECI).

2.2 | Innovation- adjusted Economic Complexity Index

There are countless ways to adjust the ECI using patent- based measures of innovation capacity. We adopt 
a few guiding principles to adjudicate among these possibilities. First, we want to preserve one of the main 
advantages of the ECI: that it is based on standard trade data that are available for nearly every country in 
the world. Adherence to this principle requires that the adjustment uses widely available patent data and 
that it constructs patent- based metrics that are relevant to a wide array of countries. Second, the adjust-
ment should reflect the vast heterogeneity in reliance on patents across industries and countries. The fact 
that patents are not used in some industries and are critical in others suggests that we start with the ECI 
and treat patent- based adjustments as second- order modifications to the export- based core of the ECI.

Our proposed i- ECI formulation adheres to these two principles. Applying the first principle re-
quires careful treatment of international patent applications.13 To ensure the broadest possible statisti-
cal basis for patent- based adjustments to the ECI, we use destination countries where patent protection 
is sought to make this adjustment rather than the citizenship of inventors listed on the application. As 
evidence of this breadth advantage of application destination over application origin, there were 45% 
more non- zero Country × IPC combinations for application destinations than for application origins in 
2000.14 This breadth advantage of application destination emerges from the fact that applications are 
less concentrated by destination than they are by origin, as evident in the Herfindahl index for patent 
applications in 2000, which is .11 for destination countries compared to .17 for origin countries.15 
Since patent destinations show more statistical variation than patent origins, using recipient countries 
as the basis for innovation adjustments to the ECI ensures that it applies to a broader set of countries.

The conceptual justification for using application destination stems from the fact that applicants are 
generally very strategic about where to seek patent protection based on their knowledge of market trends 
and the innovation threats and opportunities posed by competitors and suppliers alike. While the origi-
nating countries for these patent applications may be a better proxy for domestic inventive activity (De 
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Rassenfosse et al., 2013), destination is likely a better indicator of the locations where innovations are 
intended to be used. After all, where innovations are actually applied in industrial practice aligns better 
with the essence of economic complexity. More generally, locational patenting decisions (as represented 
by patent application destinations) may be underappreciated as a statistical proxy for a country’s capacity 
to attract and absorb new technologies. In short, we prefer application destination as the basis of the i- 
ECI we propose on statistical and conceptual grounds. We provide direct comparisons of destination-  and 
origin- based i- ECI measures in the Appendix and show they are remarkably similar empirically.16

In accordance with the second principle— that patent- based adjustments should be second- order 
relative to the export- based core of the ECI— our proposed i- ECI uses patent application receipts as 
the basis for adjusting a country’s export flows. Explicitly treating patent- based innovation adjust-
ments as second- order in this way is consistent with the relative importance of exports and what they 
reveal about a country’s economic capacity and complexity.

To summarize our use of these two guiding principles, the adjustment we propose to account for 
the innovation capabilities of a given industry in a specific country is based upon its revealed compar-
ative advantage as a patenting destination and involves weighting industry- specific exports by patent 
applications before computing our complexity measure, the i- ECI. We next give a detailed description 
of this adjustment.

We construct the i- ECI by weighting the observed export flows from country c for product p by 
its relative attractiveness as a destination for patenting specifically related to these export flows. As 
described below, we construct a continuous measure of RCA

pat
cp  and use this to weight patent- adjusted 

exports, X̃cp, which are then used to compute innovation- adjusted RCAcp measures that are the basis 
for the i- ECI. Note that this adjustment captures heterogeneity in patenting across both industries and 
countries. Since the (unadjusted) ECI is the basis for these adjustments, as patenting intensity or the 
relative weight on patenting decreases the i- ECI converges to the ECI.

For country c and industry p, total patents received are denoted by tcp ≡
∑

mtm
cp

, where patent class 
is denoted by m and tm

cp
 denotes total patents in patent class m in industry p of country c.17 Initially, we 

do not distinguish between domestic patent applications received by country c and those received from 
abroad (an equivalency assumption we relax as a robustness test below). The relative patent intensity 
of industry p in country i is constructed as

where Ωp and Ωc denote the set of patents and countries, respectively. A higher value for RCA
pat
cp  means 

that country c receives more than its fair share of patent applications related to industry p where the world 
average is used to determine fair share. Further, we denote the share of total global patent applications 
received by industry p relative to other industries by �p:

The innovation- adjusted trade weights �cp are constructed as

(4)RCApat
cp

=
tcp∕

∑

s∈Ωp
tcs

∑

c∈Ωc
tcp∕

∑

s∈Ωp

∑

c∈Ωc
tcs

,

(5)�p =

∑

c∈ΩC
tcp

∑

s∈ΩP

∑

c∈ΩC
tcs

.

(6)�cp =
RCA

pat
cp −RCA

pat

p,min

RCA
pat
p,max−RCA

pat

p,min

×
�p−�min

�max−�min

×�+1
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where RCA
pat
p, max = maxi∈ΩC

{RCA
pat

ip
}, RCA

pat

p, min
= mini∈ΩC

{RCA
pat

ip
}, �min = mins∈ΩP

{�s} and 

�max = maxs∈ΩP
{�s}. The parameter � serves as a scaling parameter that governs the extent to which inno-

vation augments export values. The first term of Equation 6 normalizes our measure of RCA
pat
cp  and re-

flects how attractive country c is as a destination for patent applications in industry p relative to other 
countries that also produce p. The second term captures the heterogeneity of patent applications across 
industries, which is particularly important given that some industries rely heavily on patents and others not 
at all. We then construct innovation- adjusted export values as

To compute the i- ECI, we simply use X̃cp to construct the Mcp matrix and follow the same network algo-
rithm as with the ECI. When � = 0, �cp = 1 and the trade network structure converges to the original Mcp 
matrix, which generates the original (unadjusted) ECI.

The primary virtue of this proposed method of incorporating patent application flows into the 
ECI is that it keeps the original method of reflection of Hidalgo and Hausmann (2009) intact by 
simply adjusting the value of exports for innovation capacities as proxied by patent applications. Our 
proposed i- ECI does, however, have limitations. It does not account for innovative capacity that is 
neither captured by nor correlated with patent applications that emanate from a particular country as 
domestic applications or target the country as international applications. This is a familiar limitation 
in the empirical innovation literature as patent data are the most readily observable (albeit imperfect) 
measures of innovative activity (see Griliches, 1998). The i- ECI as we have constructed it also makes 
some simplifying assumptions about how innovative capacity shapes economic complexity, namely, 
that this capacity increases or decreases the relative value of exports according to their technological 
sophistication (as proxied by patent applications per the first limitation). This assumption allows us to 
retain the method of reflection, but does alter the sensitivity of the i- ECI to patent applications. For 
example, because �cp enters both the numerator and denominator of the RCAcp equation, the effects of 
these patent application weights are muted somewhat. Moreover, because RCAcp only enters the Mcp 
matrix in a binary form (i.e., 1 if RCAcp > 1), the patent application weights only change the i- ECI 
from the standard ECI when they sufficiently change RCAcp to induce a binary change in an element 
of the trade matrix. The scaling parameter � acts as a multiplier to offset these rigidities. In the analysis 
below we focus on the sensitive of the i- ECI to this important scaling parameter. In ongoing work, 
we are exploring other ways of incorporating patent applications in the ECI, including as weights on 
the trade flow network represented by the Mcp matrix. In addition, we also reconsider the alternative 
complexity measure under an overlay network framework of patent and trade.

3 |  DATA AND i-  ECI CONSTRUCTION

3.1 | Data sources

Our calculation of the i- ECI relies on data extracted from three sources: patent application data from 
the Worldwide Patent Statistics Database (PATSTAT) provided by the European Patent Office: inter-
national trade flows from the United Nations Comtrade Database; and various country- level variables 
(e.g., GDP, population) from the World Bank. We follow Hidalgo and Hausmann (2009) and treat 

(7)X̃cp =Xcp×�cp.
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the data in five- year increments (i.e., 1995, 2000 and 2005) when we test the effect of the i- ECI on 
subsequent economic growth.

Merging and using these three data sources raises a few challenges. First, patent and trade data are 
not classified in the same way and must be concorded before they can be jointly analyzed at any useful 
degree of industrial resolution. To concord these data sources, we use the correspondence between 
patent classification (IPC 4- digit) and industry classification (SITC 4- digit) developed by Lybbert and 
Zolas (2014), which allows us to map patent applications into SITC product classifications. Second, 
many patent applications recorded in PATSTAT come from regional patent offices— most impor-
tantly, the European Patent Office (EPO). For such patent applications, it is often unclear which coun-
tries the patent applicant intends to target. In such cases, we use various methods to assign regional 
patents to the jurisdictions (countries) where they are registered.18 Take patent applications received 
by the EPO for instance. We assume that the share of patent applications received by each country 
(out of the total patents applications within a category) is the same as the country share of published 
patents (patent grants) in the same patent category. Thus, for the EPO patent applications (and only 
these applications), we use patent grants to construct the country weights because we only observe 
the source (i.e., sending) country for patent grants, not applications.19 While important as a data lim-
itation, this is not the only complication for patent applications filed at the EPO. For some inventions, 
for example, patent protection in the EPO members with the largest economies may be sufficient for 
effective protection region- wide.20 Since we cannot avoid these empirical limitations of our data and 
methodology, we simply acknowledge them as potential important sources of noise in our resulting 
i- ECI measures in countries participating in regional patent agreements.

Table 1 provides brief descriptive statistics and data coverage for both international trade and 
patent flows. We include a large number of countries and a comprehensive classification of patents 
and products in our analysis. The number of patents reported in panel A is for the new applications in 
each year.21 The second row of each sub- table counts the number of different IPC and SITC classes 
for patents and trade flows, respectively. Table 2 lists the top patent inventors and receivers, and top 
exporters in each year. We observe that the important patent inventors in panel A and the popular 
patent destination countries in panel B appear to be also the big exporters as shown in panel C. The 
table also reveals that the top patent inventors tend to be popular receivers of international patents. In 
calculating the complexity index, we refine our sample to countries where basic country characteris-
tics are available and with a population of at least 1 million.22 Filtering with these criteria, there are 
109 countries in total in our study.

T A B L E  1  Data coverage and summary statistics of patent and trade

1995 2000 2005

A. International patent flow

Number of countries 92 104 105

Number of unique 4- digit IPC codes 628 628 633

Total number of patents (million) 1.24 1.81 2.11

B. International trade flow

Number of countries 235 248 241

Number of unique 4- digit SITC codes 1,470 1,369 1,289

Total export value (trillion USD) 5.67 7.43 11.98

Note: Patent data are from the European Patent Office and export data are from United Nations Comtrade Database. The total number 
of patents received includes both domestic and international patents.
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3.2 | Revealed comparative advantage for generating and receiving patent 
applications

Table 3 reports the summary statistics of each elements in Equation 6. There is considerable heteroge-
neity in patent share across industries, as displayed by Figure A3. Tables D1– D3 display the top and 
bottom industries in term of patent share �p for year 1995, 2000 and 2005, respectively. As expected, 
industries receiving the most patents are centered in high technology industries such as electrical in-
struments and telecommunication equipment. The dispersion in the patent share also motivates the use 
of industry weights that allow for big differences in relative importance of patenting across industries, 
as shown in the second term of Equation 6.

3.3 | i- ECI construction

We present i- ECIs together with the standard ECI for comparison in Figure 1. Figure 1a– c displays 
scatter plots exhibiting the relationship between i- ECI and ECI for different values of �. From these 
graphs, it is clear that the i- ECI is highly correlated with the ECI and that this correlation is robust 
across time. This figure also shows the effect of the scaling parameter � on the i- ECI. Detailed coun-
try information is provided in Table 18, which ranks countries by innovation- adjusted complexity 
for 1995, 2000 and 2005. From Figure 1 we see that the complexity ranking of Singapore and Japan 
changes more than other countries with the innovation adjustment.

We use lowess smoothing of moving averages to reduce the influence of outliers and show re-
sults in Figure 1d– f. According to these graphs, i- ECI is systematically lower for more highly ranked 
countries and vice versa. We also find that the greater the value of the scaling parameter �, the more 
significant this adjustment pattern will be.23 Notably, for large values of �, the adjustment mainly takes 
place among countries that are less complex based on Hidalgo and Hausmann (2009). These findings 
imply that the introduction of the i- ECI reduces the dispersion of complexity among countries.

4 |  ANALYSIS AND RESULTS

In this section we examine to what extent the innovation- adjusted complexity index predicts long- run 
economic growth (from 1995 to 2005). We follow the same specification as is used in Hidalgo and 
Hausmann (2009), namely, 

where PGDPi(t) is per capita GDP for country i in year t, and iECIi(t) is the Innovation- adjusted Economic 
Complexity Index of country i in year t (note that iECIi(t) is identical to ECIi(t) when � is zero). We 
closely follow Hidalgo and Hausmann (2009) and Hausmann et al. (2014) by using the five- year growth 
rate of per capita GDP as the dependent variable.24 In the regression we also control for the initial income, 
and the sample is from 1995 to 2005. Our primary interest in this regression is to assess whether our 
proposed innovation adjustment to the ECI enhances our ability to predict long- run economic growth.25

Table 4 presents the regression results, and the first column corresponds to our reference specifi-
cation that corresponds to the case of � = 0— the same as ECI in Hidalgo and Hausmann (2009). The 
second and third columns exhibit the results when � equals 50 and 800, respectively. The coefficients 

(8)ln

(

PGDPi(t+Δt)

PGDPi(t)

)

=a+b1 PGDPi(t)+b2 iECIi(t)+eit,
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of all the specifications are consistent with Hidalgo and Hausmann (2009), that is, the growth rate 
of average income is faster when a country has a lower level of initial average income and is more 

T A B L E  2  Top exporters and patent receivers

Rank 1995 2000 2005

A. Top 10 patent inventors

1 United States United States United States

2 Germany Germany China

3 Japan Japan Japan

4 Republic of Korea Republic of Korea Germany

5 France China Republic of 
Korea

6 China France France

7 United Kingdom United Kingdom Taiwan

8 Switzerland Taiwan United 
Kingdom

9 Sweden Netherlands Netherlands

10 Netherlands Switzerland Switzerland

B. Top 10 patent receivers

1 Japan Japan United States

2 United States United States Japan

3 Germany Germany China

4 China China Republic of 
Korea

5 Republic of Korea Australia Germany

6 Australia Republic of Korea Canada

7 Spain Spain Russia

8 United Kingdom Canada Brazil

9 France France France

10 Canada Austria Taiwan

C. Top 10 exporters

1 United States United States China

2 Germany Germany Germany

3 Japan Japan United States

4 France China Japan

5 United Kingdom France France

6 China United Kingdom United 
Kingdom

7 Italy Canada Netherlands

8 Canada Italy Italy

9 Netherlands Netherlands Canada

10 Hong Kong Hong Kong Belgium

Note: The total number of patents received includes both domestic and international patents.
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complex. Comparing the second and third columns to our reference specification, we find that the 
innovation- adjusted complexity index has a better performance in predicting income growth than the 
complexity measure without taking care of the patent flow, and such impact increases with the patent 
intensity parameter �. Meanwhile, we also find that models incorporating patent flow explain a larger 
proportion than the reference specification. This sheds lights on the important role of patent flow in 
promoting worldwide economic development. As the pattern of ECI is highly persistent over periods 
(Hausmann & Hidalgo, 2011; Hidalgo & Hausmann, 2009), the ECI coefficients become insignificant 
if we use the time- series ECI variations within a country (i.e., to control for country fixed effects). The 
ECI coefficients remain significant if using robust standard errors. When we cluster standard errors at 
the country level, the ECI coefficients remain less significant and only column (3) remains statistically 
significant.26

Figure 2 provides the sensitivity of the model fit and point estimate with respect to �. The blue dots 
show the point estimates of i- ECI coefficients under different values of �, and the light- blue line shows 
the R2 for each identification. As shown in the graph, models incorporating the patent flows perform 

T A B L E  3  Descriptive statistics of patent adjusted weights

wcp −wp,min

wp,max −wp,min

�p −�min

�max −�min

�cp (� = 0) �cp (� = 50) �cp (� = 800)

Year 1995

Mean 0.20 0.03 1.00 1.51 9.21

5th percentile 0.00 0.00 1.00 1.00 1.00

25th percentile 0.05 0.00 1.00 1.01 1.13

Median 0.13 0.01 1.00 1.06 2.01

75th percentile 0.28 0.03 1.00 1.35 6.64

95th percentile 0.68 0.14 1.00 3.17 35.66

99th percentile 1.00 0.37 1.00 8.60 122.63

Year 2000

Mean 0.22 0.03 1.00 1.50 9.05

5th percentile 0.00 0.00 1.00 1.00 1.00

25th percentile 0.05 0.00 1.00 1.01 1.16

Median 0.14 0.01 1.00 1.06 2.02

75th percentile 0.31 0.03 1.00 1.33 6.27

95th percentile 0.71 0.14 1.00 3.19 36.09

99th percentile 1.00 0.44 1.00 7.66 107.55

Year 2005

Mean 0.21 0.03 1.00 1.36 6.83

5th percentile 0.00 0.00 1.00 1.00 1.00

25th percentile 0.05 0.00 1.00 1.01 1.10

Median 0.14 0.01 1.00 1.04 1.69

75th percentile 0.30 0.02 1.00 1.20 4.28

95th percentile 0.67 0.11 1.00 2.53 25.46

99th percentile 1.00 0.37 1.00 6.37 86.85

Note: The total number of patents received includes both domestic and international patents.
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better than the reference specification, and the complexity measure has a stronger impact on growth 
as well. This highlights the importance of innovation in explaining economic growth. Although the 
i- ECI is highly correlated with the ECI (correlation coefficient greater than 92%), it is a stronger and 
more statistically precise predictor of economic growth than the unadjusted ECI.

To test for the significance of the difference in R2 formally, we carry out a J test and a Cox– 
Pesaran– Deaton test following Greene (2003). These tests provide formal comparisons of competing 
explanatory variables between two non- nested linear single- equation econometric models (i.e., mod-
els where the independent variables are not perfect subsets of each other).

F I G U R E  1  ECI and innovation- adjusted ECI comparison. Panels d– f exhibit the lowess smoothing fitted lines 
for a– c, which are obtained from running- mean smoothing

(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

T A B L E  4  Effect of innovation- adjusted complexity index on the long- run economic growth

Dep. var.: growth of PGDP (1) ECI = iECI (2) i−ECI(� = 50) (3) i−ECI(� = 800)

i−ECI 0.053* 0.064** 0.074**

(0.029) (0.029) (0.030)

PGDP −0.162*** −0.168*** −0.174***

(0.023) (0.023) (0.024)

Constant 0.753*** 0.758*** 0.764***

(0.030) (0.030) (0.030)

Observations 324 324 324

R2 .166 .170 .173

Note: Standard errors are reported in parentheses. *** p < . 01, ** p < . 05, * p < . 1.
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4.1 | Domestic versus international patents

The test results are provided in Table 5. For each value of �, in rows (1) and (3), we treat the model 
using ECI (PGDP+ECI) as the null hypothesis model, and use PGDP+i- ECI as the alternative model. 
In rows (2) and (4), we repeat the test but switch the null to the alternative. When � = 50, the J statistic 
shows that both i- ECI and ECI are no more advantageous for predicting the long- run economic growth 
than the other, as the p- values alternatively reject H0. But according to the statistical significance, at 
the 95% confidence level, we could reject the ECI model (PGDP+ECI) as the right specification. The 
Cox– Pesaran– Deaton test displays a similar pattern: at the 99% confidence level, we could reject the 
model using ECI as the explanatory variable.

The predictive power advantages of i- ECI increase with larger values of �. When � = 800, the i- ECI 
model emerges as statistically preferred to the ECI model. For the J test, we reject the PGDP+ECI 
model at the 90% confidence level and reject it again with the Cox– Pesaran– Deaton test at the 99% 
confidence level. In sum, the i- ECI is a stronger and more statistically precise predictor of economic 
growth than the unadjusted ECI.

In the above analysis, we treat the domestic patents and international patents the same. However, 
previous research, such as Putnam (1997), Harhoff et al. (2003) and Zolas (2014), has shown that the 
value of patents that are applied internationally is much higher than that of patents that do not leave 
the domestic jurisdiction. This consistent pattern in patent values suggests that domestic and interna-
tional patent applications may reveal differential underlying capabilities— with international patent 
applicants tending to be more selective or strategic in their application decision.27 Following this 

F I G U R E  2  Sensitivity of Model Performance to �, 1995– 2005
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logic, we offer a simple robustness test by allowing domestic and international patent applications to 
differentially shape the i- ECI. We do this by discounting domestic patent applications with parameter 
� ∈ [0, 1]. Figure 3 shows the comparison between the ECI and i- ECI in 2005. We observe the very 
limited changes in complexity measures for different levels of the discounting parameter �.

To study how domestic patents influence a country’s i- ECI, we further display the relationship 
between the change in a country’s i- ECI and its domestic patent share (Figure 4). The vertical axis 
displays the i- ECI changes when discounting the domestic patents from rate � = . 7 to � = 0, and the 
horizontal axis shows the domestic patent share.28 We observe the negative correlation between i- ECI 
changes and a country’s domestic patent share,29 which indicates that domestic patents decrease a 
country’s complexity level. Such a finding also emerges in Table 6 which summarizes the share of 
domestic patents across industries differing in complexity. According to the table, domestic patents 
are associated with the less complex products. Figure A5 shows the change in i- ECI rank for the top 
30 countries. Table D6 reports the regression results of Equation (8) with different discounting rates, 
and we do not find any systematic difference in results.30

As culture and language similarity can also play a role in affecting innovation activities across 
countries (Kaasa & Vadi, 2010; Niebuhr, 2010), we discount the bilateral flow of patents according to 
the similarity in culture and language between them. Specifically, we use the country pair similarity 
measure from Feenstra and Romalis (2014), denoted by Fij.

31 A higher value of Fij indicates that coun-
try i and j are more similar in culture and language. The discount rate for a patent flow from country 
i to country j is computed as 1∕(1 + exp( − Fij)), and the adjusted bilateral patent flow between i and 
j is then the product of the original value and discount rate. Figure A4 displays the distribution of the 
discounting factor. Table D8 reports corresponding results, which remain similar to what we find in 
the baseline.

To sum up, with a variety of robustness checks, we do not find significant evidence that making a 
distinction between domestic and international patents is likely to affect the predictive power of the 
i- ECI on economic growth.32

T A B L E  5  Model comparison for long- run economic growth: ECI and i- ECI

H
0
 Model H

1
 Model Distribution Statistic p- value

i − ECI(� = 50)

J Test for non- nested models

(1) PGDP + ECI PGDP + i- ECI t(320) 2.16 .031

(2) PGDP + i- ECI PGDP + ECI t(320) −1.80 .073

Cox– Pesaran– Deaton test for non- nested models

(3) PGDP + ECI PGDP + i- ECI N(0, 1) −2.39 .008

(4) PGDP + i- ECI PGDP + ECI N(0, 1) 1.66 .048

i − ECI(� = 800)

J test for non- nested models

(1) PGDP + ECI PGDP + i- ECI t(320) 1.88 .061

(2) PGDP + i- ECI PGDP + ECI t(320) −.86 .391

Cox– Pesaran– Deaton test for non- nested models

(3) PGDP + ECI PGDP + i- ECI N(0, 1) −2.37 .009

(4) PGDP + i- ECI PGDP + ECI N(0, 1) .79 .216
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5 |  CONCLUSION

Attempts to understand the drivers and dynamics of economic growth have marked the history of 
economic thought since the days of Adam Smith. The methods used in these attempts have evolved 
from philosophical to logical and from conceptual to mathematical to (most recently) predominantly 
empirical. Several purely empirical approaches to mapping the structural features of an economy into 
its growth trajectory have emerged with the confluence of data availability, econometric techniques 
and computing power. Hidalgo and Hausmann (2009) propose an intriguing approach that lever-
ages bipartite international trade networks to characterize and understand economic complexity. In 
this paper, we build on their finding that the resulting ECI in a baseline period predicts subsequent 
economic growth. Specifically, we incorporate product- specific patent application flows into interna-
tional trade networks to create an innovation- adjusted ECI (i- ECI) that reflects firms’ perceptions of 
the innovation potential of a given economy.

T A B L E  6  Usage of domestic patents across products

Sample year Top 5th percentile complex products
Bottom 5th percentile 
complex products

1995 0.176 0.188

2000 0.148 0.182

2005 0.157 0.202

Note: The table reports the average shares of domestic patent usage across 4- digit SITC products. The figures are calculated by taking 
simple averages across countries and products for the corresponding group. We classify products by Product Complexity Index, 
choosing � as 800 and � as 1.

F I G U R E  3  Comparison of ECI and i- ECI for different values of �, 2005

(a) (b) (c)

F I G U R E  4  Discount rate on domestic patents and change in i- ECI

(a) (b) (c)
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The i- ECI uses a high- resolution patent– trade concordance to construct trade networks weighted 
by domestic and international patent application flows. By focusing on the destination of international 
patent applications rather than on the source of these applications, our approach leverages insights im-
plied by firms’ decisions about where to seek patent protection for industry- specific inventions based 
on where these are most like to be used in practice. To reflect the complex reality of economic com-
plexity, the i- ECI we propose further allows for heterogeneity in the relative importance of patenting 
across industries and treats industries’ capacity to use new innovations in production as second- order 
relative to broader economic capacities. Based on replications of the economic growth specifications 
estimated by Hidalgo and Hausmann (2009), we find that this innovation adjustment may enhance our 
statistical ability to explain subsequent economic growth in GDP per capita, a pattern that is robust to 
various functional forms and differential weight of domestic versus international patents.

Economists across many fields have recognized the value of patents as a rich source of data— often 
as a proxy for some underlying economic process, activity or decision (Griliches, 1998). Our proposed 
i- ECI offers a modest contribution to this empirical pursuit. In contrast to much of this literature, our 
approach implicitly leverages the patent application decision, rather than the ultimate patent grant, as 
the source of useful information. This application decision provides an incentive- compatible reflection 
of applicants’ awareness of the innovation and broader economic characteristics of the target market. 
While these characteristics correlate with economic capacities and predict economic performance, we 
model this in a reduced form rather than in a structural relationship, so adjudicating between potential 
underlying mechanisms is beyond the scope of this study.

The specific parameterization of the i- ECI we propose is but a first step and improvements are 
surely possible. These potential improvements suggest several areas for future work. We conclude 
with specific mention of two such extensions. First, we have treated individual patent applications as 
the fundamental building block of the i- ECI. One natural extension to this approach would leverage 
the structure of patent families to better capture international patenting strategies. While such an 
adjustment may not change the i- ECI for many countries, it would provide a more realistic represen-
tation of perceptions in countries where unique patent requirements introduce additional consider-
ations to the patenting decision. Second, embedding the logic and interpretation of the i- ECI more 
explicitly in innovation systems seems promising for a variety of reasons. Such an extension would 
reinforce specific dimensions of the importance of innovation in explaining economic growth. It may 
also suggest empirical possibilities for leveraging new dimensions of information contained in patent 
data— possibilities that emerge as we become better equipped to extract signals from these rich and 
high- resolution data sources. In the broader context of national innovation systems, these empirical 
approaches may generate new insights into the role of economic complexity in technological devel-
opment. Similarly, conceptual and theoretical models from the national innovation systems literature 
may also help to unpack and understand the underlying mechanisms that map applicant perceptions 
into economic performance, particularly since these perceptions reflect the relevant institutions, re-
lationships and political economy linkages that feature prominently in innovation systems analysis.
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ENDNOTES
 1 In their words, “connections between countries and products signal the availability of capabilities in a country just 

like the creation of a model by a child signals the availability of specific set of Lego pieces” (p. 10570), which is the 
basis for their ECI approach.

 2 While our empirical approach remains agnostic about the precise mixture of capabilities, incentives and perceptions 
that drive patent applications, the extensive literature on the economics of innovation (e.g., Arora et al., 2004) and on 
national innovation systems (e.g., Nelson, 2014; Nelson & Nelson 2002) include many potential justifications for pat-
ent applications as a proxy for innovation activity— an imperfect one that, much like the trade data that first attracted 
the attention of Hidalgo and Hausmann (2009), happens to be readily observable at high resolution (Griliches, 1998).

 3 If data for these other dimensions existed at a resolution that matched patent data, they could be used to estimate a 
structural model that distinguishes between the flow of technologies or even innovation capacity across borders and 
the development of new technologies in- country. This could be exceptionally insightful, but alas is infeasible given 
limitations in these data. Instead, we use patent data to proxy for the in- country technological and innovation capacity 
as perceived by those who are likely to know best, namely, patent applicants.

 4 Another important line of research is Caviggioli et al. (2020), who study how high- skilled migration affects the tech-
nological diversification of innovation output. They adopted the Hausmann and Hidalgo (2011) method to focus on 
the technological distance based on patent networks, but do not address how the patents shape a country’s composite 
economic complexity.

 5 Several other related efforts are noteworthy, including Cristelli et al. (2013) who propose a statistical approach to 
relate the competitiveness of countries to the complexity of their products based on coupled nonlinear maps, and 
Ivanova et al. (2020) who propose the Modified Economic Complexity Index as a possible refinement to two relevant 
complexity measures: the ECI and the Fitness and Complexity Index.

 6 The terms “product” and “industry” are often used interchangeably in this literature. Note, however, that “industry” 
encompasses both goods and services whereas “product” refers primarily to goods. Since trade and patent applica-
tions typically correspond to products rather than services, we primarily use the term “product.”

 7 By adopting 1 as the ’cutoff value’ we follow the convention in the literature.

 8 Analogously, the Product Complexity Index (PCI) is derived as PCI = (��⃗Q − Mean(��⃗Q ))∕StdDev(��⃗Q ), where ��⃗Q is the ei-
genvector of M̃pp� associated with the second largest eigenvalue.

 9 See http://atlas.cid.harva rd.edu/ranki ngs/produ ct/2014/ (accessed 25 April 2017).

 10 In practice, we normalize the industry specific and country- industry specific patent flows such that those two inno-
vation measures are scaled between zero and unity. All that matters, then, is an industry’s relative position on the 
industry– innovation ladder, as well as a country’s relative position compared to others within the same industry.

 11 These concerns have not stopped some from proposing precisely this approach to constructing innovation complexity 
measures (Balland & Rigby, 2017).

 12 According to Cristelli et al. (2013), developed countries are extremely diversified, exporting a large variety of prod-
ucts from very simple to very complex. In contrast, those considered less developed export only the products also 
exported by the majority of countries (i.e., the ubiquitous products).

 13 We assume throughout that domestically generated patents are also received by the country, rendering the distinction 
between application destination and origin moot.

 14 Throughout, we use four- digit IPC classes as our preferred level of resolution in this classification scheme.

http://atlas.cid.harvard.edu/rankings/product/2014/
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 15 This Herfindahl index is computed as the sum of the squared patent application shares for all destination and origin 
countries. This concentration pattern simply reflects the fact that innovative activity that generates patents is more 
spatially concentrated than the application of patent innovations.

 16 In Appendix E we compare the i- ECI based on the destination of applications with the identical measure based on 
the origin of patent applications. Figure A6 displays lowess smoothing of moving averages to reduce the influence 
of outliers and shows how strongly similar these two i- ECI measures are empirically. Given this striking consistency, 
it is not too surprising that the destination and origin i- ECI measures are statistically comparable as predictors of 
subsequent long- run economic growth (see Table E1).

 17 In particular, tm
cp

= �m
p

tm
c
, where tm

c
 denotes the total number of patent of type m (IPC 4- digit) received by country c, and 

�m
p
 is the ALP weight which denotes the probability that a patent of type m (IPC 4- digit) is applied in industry p (SITC 

4- digit). For detailed information on ALP weights see Lybbert and Zolas (2014).

 18 The share of patent applications that are directed to regional patent offices over 1999– 2010 is displayed in Figure A1 
in the Appendix, and the average share is 7.6%.

 19 This is because patent applications are not granted automatically in all EPO member countries, and applicants have to 
indicate in which countries they want to validate their patents. For patents associated with other regional offices, we 
follow their granting policies, or we simply exclude them from the sample due to the lack of policy information. The 
detailed information is provided in the Appendix.

 20 We are grateful to an anonymous reviewer for pointing out this additional complication in the case of the EPO.

 21 For countries that do not receive any patents, we set their patent number to zero.

 22 These criteria are also used by Hidalgo and Hausmann (2009).

 23 We observe that the i- ECI line is flatter for � = 800 than for � = 50, even though they are almost overlapping among 
countries that have already been complex.

 24 The growth rate includes 1995 to 2000 and 2000 to 2005; the regression gives a similar pattern if we use the growth 
rate over different numbers of years such as ten.

 25 Given this objective, we focus on how adjusting the ECI for innovation changes the overall fit of these simple regres-
sions for a specific data set and specification. Hidalgo and Hausmann (2009) study income growth for the 1985– 2005 
period. We estimate the same specification over a slightly shorter period, 1995– 2005, due to patent data limitations. 
While we provide internally comparable estimation results for varying degrees of innovation adjustments, it is not 
possible to compare our R2 statistics with those from different specifications or estimated using different data. Such 
differences in sample composition (e.g., sample period and countries in the analysis), the selection of control vari-
ables, or the basic empirical setting (e.g., cross- sectional or panel) make such between- model comparisons impossi-
ble. For instance, the R2 in our results is fundamentally different than in Ourens (2013) and Hidalgo and Hausmann 
(2009) due to such differences. In our analysis, we aim to investigate whether the i- ECI could bring additional infor-
mation and hence increase the predicting power of income growth, holding other factors that could affect the fit of a 
given specification estimated with a given data set constant.

 26 We refer readers to Table E1 for comparable results for the i- ECI constructed based on the origin rather than the 
destination of patent applications.

 27 For instance, Zolas (2014) finds that international patents are associated with more sophisticated technology. Below, 
we explore such heterogeneous implications by international and domestic patents.

 28 We choose � as 800 in Figure 4.

 29 We exclude outliers, which are identified as points with i- ECI changes outside the range between the 5th and 95th per-
centiles. The relationship is weakly positive in 2005, and it is driven by the extreme value as indicated in the figure.

 30 In Table D7, we use alternative methods of weighting domestic patents. In panel A we only consider the international 
patents by setting � = 0. In panels B and C we assume the discounting factor of domestic patents is country- specific, 
depending on the level of economic development of a country. We use different functional forms, and in all specifi-
cations we find a similar pattern.

 31 They compute the similarity measure Fij by factor analysis, whereby they approximate the information contained in 
four culture-  and language- related variables by constructing two orthogonal “principal factors.” The first principal 
factor is Fij as used in this paper.
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 32 We also study how the innovation- adjusted complexity index affects inequality, and detailed results are provided in 
Appendix C.

 33 We also perform the J test and Cox– Pesaran– Deaton test to compare the relative importance of ECI and i- ECI in pre-
dicting inequality. The results are provided in Tables D4 and D5. All these test indicate that ECI explains inequality 
better than i- ECI.
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APPENDIX A

Assignment of regional patents to destination countries
In the raw PATSTAT data set, we cannot exactly identify the location of application of authority 
(appln_auth) in the case of patent applications submitted to regional patent offices. Six such re-
gional categories are observed in the data: the European Patent Office (EP), Patent Office of the 
Cooperation Council for the Arab States of the Gulf (GC), World Intellectual Property Organization 
(WIPO), African Intellectual Property Organization (OAPI), African Regional Intellectual Property 
Organization (ARIPO) and Eurasian Patent Organization (EAPO). The share of patent applications 
that are directed to regional patent offices over the period 1999– 2010 varies little around the average 
share of 7.6% as shown in Figure A1. In this appendix, we describe how we assign these regional 
patents to destination countries.

WIPO patents

Since WIPO (i.e., PCT) patents that enter the national phase are included in PATSTAT as national 
patent applications, we ignore WIPO patents to avoid double- counting. Below is an example:

Then one can search for appln_id = 24005921 in the variable internat_appln_id, and the result 
shows that this patent enters the national phases of AU, JP and EP in the same year (2000) as displayed 
in the table below:

GC, EA and OA patents

GC patents, like EA and OA patents, are granted automatically in all member countries based on the 
policy statement from their website. For patents from these patent offices, we assign the unit weight to 
their member countries. To take an example (aggregated at appln_auth and IPC 4- digit level),

https://doi.org/10.1111/rode.12816
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Following this idea, we assign the flow value to each of the member countries, which yields the 
result shown below. We apply the same method to patents with appln_auth=GC, EA or OA.

EP patents

We assume that the share of patent applications received by each country (out of the total patents 
applications within a category) is the same as the country share of published patents (patent grants) 
in the same patent category. Following this idea, we first aggregate the EP patents by IPC 4- digit, 
and then assign to each country using our constructed IPC4 country- specific weight. The weights are 
constructed by jointly using the publication and validation data, and the detailed steps are presented 
in what follows.

For instance, we consider one patent application in EP below (appln_id=201494), and this patent 
application is found to be in three IPC4 patent categories (B23B, B23Q and B25B):

Step 1. Create the link between published EP patents and validated (granted) EP patents.
For patent appln_id=201494, we search in the publication data set using the variable appln_id to 

obtain the following records:
Next, we use publn_nr to find out all validated countries for this application, which are Switzerland, 

Germany, Spain, France, the United Kingdom and Liechtenstein. Consequently, we consider this pat-
ent application (appln_id=201494) to be granted in all these countries.

As appln_id=201494 belongs to three IPC 4- digit patent categories (B23B, B23Q and B25B), we 
assume all three IPC 4- digit patents are also granted in these countries. Then each country is assigned 
the same application counts for each IPC 4- digit patent, and the extended patent counts by country- 
IPC 4- digit are provided by the following table.

F I G U R E  A 2  

F I G U R E  A 1  Share of patents directed to regions
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Step 2. Construct the ipc4- country- specific weights.
We repeat step 1 to derive the country counts for all IPC 4- digit patents. Further we aggregate them 

up to the level of country and IPC 4- digit, and we denote the number as npc. The country weights are 
constructed as

F I G U R E  A 3  

F I G U R E  A 4  

F I G U R E  A 5  

F I G U R E  A 6  

F I G U R E  A 7  
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Step 3. Assign the patent applications to specific countries using the weights from step 2. Given 
the aggregated patents at IPC 4- digit level Xp, we assign them to each country using wpc (constructed 
in step 2) for country c and patent p:

wpc =
npc

∑

cnpc

.

Xpc = Xpwpc.

F I G U R E  A 8  

F I G U R E  A 9  
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AP patents

For these patents, we are not able to distinguish between the member countries, as they adopt the 
policy of ex- ante designation, that is, a granted patent only has effect in those countries that were 
designated at the application stage. However, as the total number of AP patents is small, it does not 
make a great difference to our analysis.

APPENDIX B

ALTERNATIVE AGGREGATION FUNCTION

Exponential  function

In order to test how sensitive our proposed i- ECI is to functional form, we construct innovation- 
adjusted export values using the following exponential functional form:

where �cp is the new innovation- adjusted trade weight. When � = 0, �cp = 0 and the trade network 
structure converges to the original Mcp matrix, which generates the original (unadjusted) ECI. Table 
B1 presents the regression results. The first column is our reference specification that corresponds to 
the case where � = 0 (which corresponds to the original ECI). The second and fifth columns exhibit the 
results when � equals 4 and 16, respectively. Similar to Table 4, we find that the innovation- adjusted 
complexity index has a stronger effect on income growth than the complexity measure without taking 
care of the patent flow, and such impact initially increases with the patent intensity parameter �. In 
contrast to these main results and as a result of the exponential adjustment, beyond a certain level of 
�, the i- ECI loses predictive power, suggesting the existence of an optimal value of � for maximizing 

X̃cp = Xcpexp
(

�cp

)

, �cp =
RCA

pat
cp − RCA

pat

p, min

RCA
pat
p, max − RCA

pat

p, min

×
�p − �min

�max − �min

× �.

T A B L E  B 1  i- ECI and economic growth: Exponential function

Dep. var.: growth 
of PGDP ECI = iECI i−ECI(� = 4) i−ECI(� = 8) i−ECI(� = 12) i−ECI(� = 16)

i−ECI 0.0533* 0.0534* 0.0574** 0.0216 0.00504

(0.0291) (0.0290) (0.0276) (0.0228) (0.0216)

PGDP −0.162*** −0.162*** −0.162*** −0.139*** −0.132***

(0.0233) (0.0232) (0.0221) (0.0182) (0.0174)

Constant 0.753*** 0.753*** 0.753*** 0.733*** 0.727***

(0.0298) (0.0297) (0.0290) (0.0269) (0.0265)

Observations 324 324 324 324 324

R2 .166 .166 .169 .160 .158

Note: Standard errors are reported in parentheses.
*** p < . 01, ** p < . 05, * p < . 1.
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statistical fit. We consistently find evidence of the important role of patent flow in promoting world-
wide economic development.

Constant elast ic i ty  of  substitution function

We also explore a constant elasticity of substitution (CES) aggregating function for mapping patents 
into exports as another robustness check. The CES function adopted is specified as follows:

where � is a shift parameter, and � ≡ 1∕(1 − �) could be interpreted as the degree of substitutability 
between patents and production information in predicting economic growth. For instance, if smaller 
� improves the prediction, we could say both patent and production information are necessary ingre-
dients to an economy’s growth. When � = 0 and � = 1, the trade network structure converges to the 
original Mcp matrix, which generates the original (unadjusted) ECI.

Table B2 displays the regression results in the case of a CES function. The first column is the ECI. 
We broadly consider three cases that differ in the parameter �. A greater value of � indicates that the 
adjustment relies more on patent flow. In particular, we adjust the scale of patent and export in the 
middle columns (� = �), that is, we choose � such that the mean of �tcp and (1 − �)Xcp are equalized. 
Furthermore, in each case, we study the subcases that feature high (larger �) and low degree (smaller 
�) of substitutability between patent and production. In all the cases, we find that the innovation- 
adjusted complexity index has a stronger effect on income growth than the complexity measure that 
does not include patent information. For each given value of �, we find smaller elasticity of substitu-
tion (�) values perform better in predicting economic growth, indicating both patent and production 
information are important in predicting economy’s growth via complexity.

APPENDIX C

FOR CORRELATION BETWEEN i- ECI AND INEQUALITY
As a companion proving ground for testing the predictive power of the i- ECI, consider inequality. 
Aside from its obvious importance as an economic and political outcome, inequality has also found 

X̃cp =
[(

�tcp

)�
+
(

(1 − �)Xcp

)� ]1∕�
, � ∈ [0, 1],

T A B L E  C 1  Effect of innovation- adjusted complexity index on inequality

Dep. var.: Theil index ECI = iECI i−ECI(� = 50) i−ECI(� = 800)

i−ECI −0.023* −0.018 −0.020*

(0.013) (0.013) (0.011)

Observations 143 143 143

R2 .255 .248 .256

i−ECI −0.033*** −0.030*** −0.022***

(0.007) (0.007) (0.006)

Observations 143 143 143

R2 .668 .655 .645

Note: The point estimates report the coefficient of i- ECI in the inequality regression. We include the same controls used in Hartmann 
et al (2017), which are omitted in the table. Sample periods include 1995– 2000, 2000– 2005 and 2005– 2010. Standard errors are 
reported in parentheses.
***p < . 01, **p < . 05, *p < . 1.
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some traction as an outcome in the emerging ECI literature. For example, Hartmann et al. (2017) find 
that economic complexity as measured by the ECI is a significant and negative predictor of income in-
equality, an empirical pattern that is robust to controlling for aggregate measures of income. Building 
on these recent insights, in this appendix we explore whether our proposed innovation adjustment to 
the ECI improves its performance as a predictor of subsequent income inequality in the same way it 
does for economic growth.

Our baseline econometric specification closely follows Hartmann et al (2017), using the same con-
trol variables from the same data source. We use both the Gini index and the Theil index to meas-
ure inequality. The sample periods covered are 1995– 2000, 2000– 2005 and 2005– 2010. Following 
Hartmann et al (2017), we construct inequality measures for each of these sample periods using the 
average level for each period for each country and use these measures as our dependent variable. As 
control variables, we include ln(purchasing power parity- adjusted per- capita GDP) and its square, 
ln(population), average schooling years, rule of law, corruption control, government effectiveness, 
political stability, regulatory quality, and voice accountability.

Table C1 reports the point estimates of the effect of the i- ECI on inequality, as measured by Gini 
and Theil indexes. Consistent with Hartmann et al. (2017), the first column (� = 0) shows that the 
ECI is a negative predictor of income inequality, whether measured by Theil or Gini index. Using the 
Theil index as the dependent variable, we find that the innovation- adjusted complexity index loses 
significance for � = 50, but recovers significance when � = 800. But in the latter case, the magnitude 
becomes smaller than the reference case (ECI). Turning to the Gini, all the specifications show that 
both ECI and i- ECI are negative and significant predictors of the Gini index. But similarly to using 
Theil index as dependent variable, the magnitude of the effect of i- ECI on the Gini is smaller than the 
reference regression (ECI).

In contrast to our previous finding that adjusting ECI for patent flows improves explanatory power, 
we find adjustment with patent flow does not affect the prediction of income inequality.33

APPENDIX D

OF TABLES AND FIGURES

T A B L E  D 1  List of industries with the highest and lowest patent share, 1995

SITC 4- digit Industry description �p Normalized �p

Top five industries

8748 Electrical measuring, checking, analyzing instruments 0.04 1.00

0752 SPICES 0.03 0.74

7763 Diodes, transistors and similar semi- conductor devices 0.03 0.64

7648 Telecommunications equipment 0.02 0.55

7525 Peripheral units, incl.control & adapting units 0.02 0.51

Bottom five industries

2682 Sheep or lambswool, degreased, in the mass 0.00 0.00

6851 Lead and lead alloys, unwrought 0.00 0.00

6511 Silk yarn & yarn spun from noil/other silk waste 0.00 0.00

2926 Bulbs, tubers & rhizomes of flowering or of foliage 0.00 0.00

8481 Art. of apparel & clothing accessories of leather 0.00 0.00
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T A B L E  D 3  List of industries with the highest and lowest patent share, 2005

SITC 4- digit Industry description �p Normalized �p

Top five industries

8748 Electrical measuring, checking, analyzing 
instruments

0.05 1.00

7648 Telecommunications equipment 0.04 0.75

7525 Peripheral units, incl. control & adapting units 0.04 0.74

7763 Diodes, transistors and similar semi- conductor 
devices

0.04 0.69

0752 Spices 0.04 0.69

Bottom five industries

8481 Art. of apparel & clothing accessories, of leather 0.00 0.00

0333 Fish 0.00 0.00

5852 Other artificial plastic materials, N.E.S. 0.00 0.00

6899 Base metals, N.E.S. and cermets, unwrought 0.00 0.00

2226 Rape and colza seeds 0.00 0.00

T A B L E  D 2  List of industries with the highest and lowest patent share, 2000

SITC 4- digit Industry description �p Normalized �p

Top five industries

8748 Electrical measuring, checking, analyzing 
instruments

0.05 1.00

0752 Spices 0.04 0.95

7648 Telecommunications equipment 0.04 0.81

7525 Peripheral units, incl. control & adapting units 0.03 0.75

7763 Diodes,transistors and similar semi- conductor 
devices

0.03 0.66

Bottom five industries

6544 Fabrics, woven of flax or of ramie 0.00 0.00

8461 Under garments,knitted or crocheted of wool 0.00 0.00

5852 Other artificial plastic materials, N.E.S. 0.00 0.00

2926 Bulbs, tubers & rhizomes of flowering or of foliage 0.00 0.00

6899 Base metals N.E.S. and cermets, unwrought 0.00 0.00
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T A B L E  D 4  Model comparison for predicting theil index: ECI and i- ECI

H
0
 model H

1
 model Distribution Statistics p- value

i−ECI(� = 50)

J test for non- nested models

ECI + Controls i- ECI + Controls t(130) −1.79 0.076

i- ECI + Controls ECI + Controls t(130) 2.14 0.034

Cox- pesaran test for non- nested models

ECI + Controls i- ECI + Controls N(0, 1) 1.65 0.049

i- ECI + Controls ECI + Controls N(0, 1) −2.57 0.005

i−ECI (� = 800)

J Test for non- nested models

ECI + Controls i- ECI + Controls t(130) 0.7 0.485

i- ECI + Controls ECI + Controls t(130) 0.61 0.54

Cox- pesaran test for non- nested models

ECI + Controls i- ECI + Controls N(0, 1) −0.85 0.197

i- ECI + Controls ECI + Controls N(0, 1) −0.73 0.232

T A B L E  D 5  Model comparison for predicting gini index: ECI and i- ECI

H
0
 model H

1
 model Distribution Statistics p- value

i−ECI(� = 50)

J test for non- nested models

ECI + Controls i- ECI + Controls t(130) −2.19 0.031

i- ECI + Controls ECI + Controls t(130) 3.14 0.002

Cox– Pesaran– Deaton test for non- nested models

ECI + Controls i- ECI + Controls N(0, 1) 2.11 0.017

i- ECI + Controls ECI + Controls N(0, 1) −3.51 0.00

i−ECI(� = 800)

J test for non- nested models

ECI + Controls i- ECI + Controls t(130) −0.07 0.945

i- ECI + Controls ECI + Controls t(130) 3.01 0.003

Cox– Pesaran– Deaton test for non- nested models

ECI + Controls i- ECI + Controls N(0, 1) 0.07 0.471

i- ECI + Controls ECI + Controls N(0, 1) −4.3 0.00
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T A B L E  D 7  i- ECI and economic growth: Alternative methods of discounting domestic patents

Dep. var.: Growth of PGDP (1) ECI = iECI (2) i−ECI(� = 50) (3) i−ECI(� = 800)

A. � = 0

i−ECI 0.0533* 0.0643** 0.0742**
(0.0291) (0.0293) (0.0300)

PGDP −0.162*** −0.168*** −0.175***
(0.0233) (0.0234) (0.0240)

Constant 0.753*** 0.758*** 0.764***
(0.0298) (0.0298) (0.0301)

Observations 324 324 324
R2 .166 .170 .173
B. � i = exp(pcti,1995 − 1)

i−ECI 0.0533* 0.0651** 0.0738**
(0.0291) (0.0293) (0.0298)

PGDP −0.162*** −0.168*** −0.174***
(0.0233) (0.0234) (0.0238)

Constant 0.753*** 0.759*** 0.764***
(0.0298) (0.0298) (0.0300)

Observations 324 324 324
R2 .166 .170 .173
C. � i = exp(pcti,1995) − 1

i−ECI 0.0533* 0.0648** 0.0727**
(0.0291) (0.0292) (0.0298)

PGDP −0.162*** −0.168*** −0.173***
(0.0233) (0.0234) (0.0238)

Constant 0.753*** 0.759*** 0.763***
(0.0298) (0.0298) (0.0300)

Observations 324 324 324
R2 .166 .170 .173

Note: The parameter pcti,1995 ∈ [0, 1] denotes the income percentile of country i in 1995, with unity standing for the richest country. 
Standard errors are reported in parentheses.
*** p < . 01, ** p < . 05, * p < . 1.

T A B L E  D 8  i- ECI and economic growth: Discounting domestic patents based on culture & language difference

Dep. var.: Growth of PGDP ECI = iECI i−ECI(� = 50) i−ECI(� = 800)

i−ECI 0.0533* 0.0643** 0.0757**

(0.0291) (0.0293) (0.0299)
PGDP −0.162*** −0.168*** −0.175***

(0.0233) (0.0234) (0.0239)
Constant 0.753*** 0.758*** 0.765***

(0.0298) (0.0298) (0.0301)
Observations 324 324 324
R2 .166 .170 .174

Note: Standard errors are reported in parentheses.*** p < . 01, ** p < . 05, * p < . 1.
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F I G U R E  D 1  ECI and i- ECI ranks (Top 30 countries by ECI)

(a)

(b)

(c)
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F I G U R E  D 2  Distribution of industrial patent share

(a)

(b)

(c)
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T A B L E  D 9  Country complexity ranks

1995 2000 2005

Rank � = 0 � = 50 � = 800 � = 0 � = 50 � = 800 � = 0 � = 50 � = 800

1 JP JP JP JP JP SG JP JP JP

2 DE SE SE DE DE JP DE DE SG

3 CH DE DE CH CH SE CH SE DE

4 SE CH SG SE SE CH AT CH FI

5 AT FI CH GB GB DE SE FI SE

6 FI AT FI AT FI FI FI AT CH

7 GB GB GB US AT GB GB GB AT

8 US FR AT FI US US CZ CZ GB

9 FR US FR FR FR AT FR SG CZ

10 IT IT IT IT IT IT SI KR KR

11 DK CZ US CZ CZ FR US US SI

12 SI SI CZ DK SG CZ SG SI US

13 CZ DK SI SI SI IE KR FR FR

14 SK ES KR IE DK KR IE IT SK

15 NL SK DK IL IE IL IT HU HU

16 IE SG CA KR IL DK DK IE IT

17 ES NL ES SK KR SI HU DK IE

18 IL IL NO NL NL MX SK SK CA

19 SG IE NL SG SK NL NL NL DK

20 KR CA IL ES ES ES MX BY NL

21 CA NO IE MX MX CA BY ES NO

22 HU KR SK HU CA PL IL IL PL

23 PL BR BR PL HU HU ES NO BY

24 MX MX MX BY PL SK PL MX ES

25 NO HU PL CA BY NO HR PL IL

26 HR PL HU HK RU RU HK CA RO

27 EE HR HK HR BR BR CA HR BR

28 BR RO HR BR NO HK NO EE UA

29 BY EE RO RU RO BY PT LT MX

30 RO KZ RU PT PT PT EE LV RU

31 HK BY EE UA HK RO MY RO LT

32 PT PT AU LV UA UA LV UA LV

33 LT BG NZ RO HR CN LT BR EE

34 KZ NZ BY NO LV LV RO RU BG

35 BG RU PT EE EE NZ CN HK HK

36 LV HK BG BG BG EE UA PT HR

37 RU LT AR MY LT HR RU BG PT

(Continues)
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1995 2000 2005

Rank � = 0 � = 50 � = 800 � = 0 � = 50 � = 800 � = 0 � = 50 � = 800

38 MK LV LT LT JO MY BR MY TR

39 MD AU LV TH CN LT TH CN CN

40 NZ UA KZ JO NZ ZA BG NZ NZ

41 UA ZA ZA CN AR BG NZ TH AR

42 ZA AR IN NZ TH TH SA SA GR

43 UY MK CN IN MY AR TR TR MY

44 MY SA MY GR IN TR IN AR TH

45 AR MY UA TR TR JO AR IN ZA

46 CN JO CG UY GR SA GR GR AU

47 TH CN TH MD ZA AU UY ZA JO

48 JO MD GR ZA UY PH PA UY TN

49 AU TR JO AR CO GR CO TN AE

50 SA GR VE CO MD TN ZA CO SA

51 TR TH TR PA MK IN MD JO ID

52 GR UY MK TN TN CO TN PA VE

53 PA VE SA SV AU ID AE MD IN

54 IN IN DZ ID CL UY CR VE CO

55 CO PA TN MK VE KZ VE KW UY

56 OM TN MD CL ID VE JO AU TT

57 TN CO PA AU SA MD KW AE MD

58 VE OM CO CR CR OM ID CR EG

59 KW CL UY VE KZ AE CU ID MU

60 AE KW ID PH PH CR EG EG KZ

61 ZW EG CL EG SV CL SV DO VN

62 SV ZW ZW AE TT MK AU MK DO

63 PH TT EG TT EG EG PH CU CL

64 GT UZ CR MU PA TT MK PH SN

65 CL PH PH OM AE MU GT SV UZ

66 SN CR OM KZ KW KW MU CL KW

67 CU SN UZ GT OM JM DO GT PA

68 CR ID AE SA MU GA OM OM IR

69 UZ CU TT BO ZW DO CL MU CR

70 TT SV CU ZW PE KE LK MA MA

71 EG KE DO SN BO VN MA UZ ZW

72 ID AE KW PE SN PK TT SN CU

73 PE GT SY MA DO SV SN KZ OM

74 KE LY KE DO UZ ZW ZW TT PH

T A B L E  D 9  (Continued)

(Continues)
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1995 2000 2005

Rank � = 0 � = 50 � = 800 � = 0 � = 50 � = 800 � = 0 � = 50 � = 800

75 BO DO SV LK GT LK PY VN MK

76 DO NI NI HN MA UZ JM ZW PK

77 MU PE SN VN JM DZ UZ PE LK

78 ZM ZM MA UZ LK PE KZ JM SY

79 PY PY MU PY PK BO PE LK SV

80 LY DZ PE PK VN PA KE HN JM

81 NI BO HN KE PY IR PK KE PE

82 MA MA JM BD ZM ET VN IR UG

83 HN MU LK KW KE EC BO PY HN

84 JM JM ZM ZM HN SY HN PK GT

85 LK LK YE NI NI BD NI SY PY

86 SY SY CI SY DZ MA IR DZ EC

87 BD HN PY JM LY CI MG BO BO

88 IR IR LY MG BD ZM BD NI KE

89 PK PK PK GA SY LY SY LY ZM

90 DZ CG EC IR EC HN LY BD LY

91 CI BD IR DZ IR MG ZM EC DZ

92 MR CI BO CI GA SN UG MG NI

93 SD AO BD EC CU NI CI UG CI

94 YE SD VN CU MG PY GH CI BD

95 VN VN CM LY CD GT EC ZM MG

96 MG CM GT CD CI CU DZ ET CM

97 CD MR MR MR GH GH ET GH GH

98 GN EC AO MM UG CD MM SD CD

99 CM YE GA GH MR CM YE MM GA

100 GA MG SD ET MM UG MR CM ET

101 EC MM MM UG ET YE CG MR SD

102 CG CD ET SD CM CG GA YE MM

103 ET ET MG CG SD SD CD CD MR

104 UG GH GH CM CG MR SD AO YE

105 MM GN CD PG PG PG CM CG CG

106 GH GA UG GN YE MM PG PG GN

107 PG UG PG YE GN AO AO GN AO

108 NG PG NG AO AO GN GN GA PG

109 AO NG GN NG NG NG NG NG NG

Note: The country code is in ISO Alpha- 2 digit form. We set � = 1.

T A B L E  D 9  (Continued)
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F I G U R E  D 3  Distribution of discount rate for domestic patents based on culture and language difference
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F I G U R E  D 4  i- ECI rank and discounting rate of domestic patents, top 30 countries

(a)

(b)

(c)
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APPENDIX E

i- ECI BASED ON THE ORIGIN OF PATENT FLOWS
For international patent applications, we must distinguish between the relative importance of coun-
tries that generate these patent applications (i.e., the citizenship of inventors listed on the application) 
and the countries that receive these applications as part of firms’ international patenting decisions. 
Whereas inflowing patents may reflect the attractiveness of a country as a place of use of the under-
lying innovations in economic production, a country’s outflowing patents are likely a more direct 
measure of its innovation capacity (De Rassenfosse et al, 2013). In this appendix we describe a way 
to construct a version of the i- ECI that is based on patent application origin instead of destination and 
compare these two sets of results.

F I G U R E  E 1  Comparison of i- ECI measures based on the origin and destination of patent flows
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The relative patent intensity of industry p in country i is constructed as

where tcp now denotes total patents in industry p that are from country c. The other parameter (i.e., �p for 
adjusting trade flows) remains unchanged. The innovation- adjusted trade weights �cp are constructed as 
usual in baseline:

(E1)RCApat
cp

=
tcp∕

∑

s∈Ωp
tcs

∑

c∈Ωc
tcp∕

∑

s∈Ωp

∑

c∈Ωc
tcs

,

(E2)�cp =
RCA

pat
cp −RCA

pat

p,min

RCA
pat
p,max−RCA

pat

p,min

×
�p−�min

�max−�min

×�+1.

F I G U R E  E 2  Difference between i- ECI measures based on the origin and destination of patent flows

T A B L E  E 1  i- ECI based the origin of patent flows

Dep. var.: Growth of PGDP (1) ECI = iECI (2) i−ECI(� = 50) (3) i−ECI(� = 800)

i−ECI 0.053* 0.064** 0.074**

(0.029) (0.029) (0.030)

PGDP −0.162*** −0.168*** −0.174***

(0.023) −0.023 (0.024)

Constant 0.753*** 0.758*** 0.764***

−0.03 (0.030) (0.030)

Observations 324 324 324

R2 .166 .170 .174

Note: Standard errors are reported in parentheses.
*** p < . 01, ** p < . 05, * p < . 1.
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To compare the two i- ECI measures, we use lowess smoothing of moving averages to reduce the influence 
of outliers, and show results in Figure E1. According to these graphs, the i- ECI based on the destination 
is systematically lower for more highly ranked countries and vice versa. We also find that the greater the 
value of the scaling parameter �, the more significant difference in i- ECI relative to ECI- will be. This 
pattern is also displayed in Figure E2, where we plot the change between destination i- ECI and that based 
on the origin of international patent flows.
We use these new adjustment factors to create the i- ECI based on the origin of patent flows. Figure E1 dis-
plays the comparison between the new i- ECI measure and those used in baseline (i.e., the i- ECI measure 
based on patent in- flows), where the top panel is for � = 50 and the bottom is for � = 800. In both panels, 
the horizontal axis shows the i- ECI based on the origin of patent flows. When innovation augments export 
values to a small degree (i.e., � = 50), i- ECI measures based on origin and destination of patent flows are 
very similar to each other. When the scaling parameter grows larger (i.e., � = 800), we observe that i- ECI, 
based on the origin of patent flows, predicts a higher complexity level for countries that rank top in terms 
of economic sophistication.

Table E2 presents the regression results from Equation 8 using the new i- ECI measure. We see 
barely any changes compared to our baseline regression in Table 4. However, when innovation aug-
ments export values to a great extent (as in column (3)), the i- ECI based on the origin of patent flows 
can better explain the long- run economic growth, as captured by the higher level of R2. However, 
when we control for the standard ECI measure in Table D5, the i- ECI based on the origin of patent 
flows predicts faster economic growth than that based on the destination of patent flows. This result 
may suggest that companies from one country seek patent protection in another country only if they 
are interested in selling their products in that country (e.g., Chinese companies patenting in the USA 
or European countries or vice versa). This way, they are likely to reinforce the comparative advantage 
in a particular sector.

T A B L E  E 2  The impact on the long run economic growth: Controlling for ECI (origin- based)

Dep. var.: Growth of PGDP � = 50 � = 800

i- ECI Type: (1) Origin (2) Destination (3) Origin (4) Destination

i−ECI 0.413** 0.354** 0.156** 0.125*

(0.176) (0.164) (0.0749) (0.0668)

ECI −0.352** −0.292* −0.0870 −0.0557

(0.175) (0.163) (0.0734) (0.0649)

PGDP −0.166*** −0.168*** −0.172*** −0.173***

(0.0232) (0.0233) (0.0236) (0.0239)

Constant 0.757*** 0.758*** 0.762*** 0.762***

(0.0296) (0.0297) (0.0299) (0.0301)

Observations 324 324 324 324

R2 .180 .178 .177 .175

Note: Standard errors are reported in parentheses.
*** p < . 01, ** p < . 05, * p < . 1.


